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Data Science And Design Thinking
Bill Schmarzo, the former chief innovation officer at Hitachi Vantara, presented a talk, titled ‘Data Science2.0: From Outputs to Outcomes’, at SkillUp 2021. Bill said data science is going through a ...
Data Science 2.0: From Outputs To Outcomes
Design thinking has been increasingly adopted as an approach to support innovation in healthcare. Recent publications report design thinking application to various innovation projects, across medical ...
Design thinking as an approach for innovation in healthcare: systematic review and research avenues
The data scientist Youyang Gu made a machine-learning model in a week and ran it daily on his laptop, generating remarkably accurate covid-19 predictions.
Lessons from the pandemic’s superstar data scientist, Youyang Gu
On the last day of the edu fair, AIM honoured distinguished faculty members in the field of data science. The awards celebrate excellence in data science/ analytics/ machine learning/ AI pedagogy: Dr ...
AIM Data Science Faculty Awards 2021: Who Are The Winners?
New University of British Columbia research has found people want control over their digital data after they die.
Have you thought about what happens to your digital data once you're gone?
In a paper published by the upcoming 2021 Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory ...
Conference papers highlight importance of data security to machine learning
An intensive, interactive weekend bootcamp of lectures, seminars and exercises, that will equip you with the tools for creating impactful presentations and stunning visuals using data.
The art of information design: A weekend data visualisation conference
After the first wave, scientific experts were shunted to the margins. In January, the Covid task force stopped meeting. In March, INSACOG reports of dangerous mutant strains were downplayed.
Scientific data was India’s strength in polio, leprosy fight. In Covid, it’s a silent victim
People want control over what personal digital data is passed along after they die, along with tools to make it easier to do so, according to a new case study by computer science researchers at the ...
Where should our digital data go after we die? Study explores possibilities
a layout and a framework of data that would provide a historical background which corresponds to the practice of scientific research as well as to the highlighting, according to my own interpretation ...
'the story of (my) exhibitions': germano celant on his curatorial path and arte povera
Sam Rogers sits down with David Spiegelhalter, Winton Professor of the Public Understanding of Risk in the Statistical Laboratory at the University of Cambridge and Fellow of Churchill College, to dis ...
David Spiegelhalter on Science, Communication, and the Politics of Decision
To become informed consumers of research, students need to thoughtfully evaluate the research they read rather than accept it without question. This second ...
Critical Thinking About Research: Psychology and Related Fields
MIT PhD student Sidhant Pai works on atmospheric chemistry models that may help policymakers improve air quality in their region.
Tackling air pollution in India and the developing world
Around 85% of analytics, big data, and AI projects will fail, despite massive investments of money. At Data Summit Connect 2021, Brian O'Neill, founder and principal, Designing for Analytics, explored ...
Discovering How to Create Analytics Apps People Actually Use at Data Summit Connect 2021
Artistic techniques are essential tools to visualize, understand and disseminate the results of scientific research. The field of structural biology has enjoyed a particularly productive marriage of ...
Art as a tool for science
Science Gallery Internationalnhas today announced TU Berlin as the latest signing to its international roster of leading higher education institutions.
Science Gallery adds TU Berlin to its international network
Nobody said this would be easy.It all started years ago, when I first learned my wife and I were going to be parents: I began collecting science-based parenting advice, both here on Inc.com and in my ...
Want to Raise Successful Kids? Science Says These 7 Habits Lead to Incredible Outcomes
Vyant Bio, Inc., an emerging leader in novel drug discovery techniques, announces a collaboration that will seek to de-risk the development of small protein therapeutics. “Vyant Bio is committed to ...
Vyant Bio, Inc., Ordaōs Bio, and Cellaria, Inc. Announce Collaboration to Design and Qualify Biomarker-Specific Small Protein Therapeutics
The clinical trial industry has seen big change recently, with the Covid-19 pandemic accelerating a shift to decentralised trials. This enables patients to still participate in studies while isolating ...
What the pandemic has taught us about decentralised clinical trials and data management
Italy, saints were said to perform an unusual number of water miracles. Paleoclimatological data from a stalagmite may reveal why.
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